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Abstract

The definition of quality is vague, let alone the educational quality. There are so many different perceptions around that we find it quite difficult to produce a single definition of quality. This study attempts to analyze the quality definitions offered by the quality experts of the last century, as well as modern researchers coming from different scientific areas, and find out a way to summarize the definitions. The study also includes the issue of educational quality (with specific reference to Georgian higher education setting) and tries to find a definition of quality in higher education through the stakeholders’ eyes. Having examined various views on the definition of quality put forward by researchers, the study identifies 9 properties of quality under the headings of: Method, Attribute, Scope, Process, Party, Aspect, Perception, Concept, and Influence. A Wordle diagram provides a visual idea about the main terms used to define quality in literature, and a table in the appendix sums up the definitions under 9 property headings together in more detail. This study is part of the author’s unpublished doctoral dissertation about total quality management principles in higher education.
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1. Introduction

Quality is an abstract term. We find it difficult to express what exactly we mean when we talk about quality. We believe we know it, feel it, and that maybe why we find it unnecessary to explain it when everyone knows it. We all have innate understandings for quality, but when it comes to defining it, we usually provide a framework for quality rather than a direct definition of it, because there is quite a large number of definitions or perceptions of quality that our own definition can only be the result of our own experiences. Attempting to define quality is, therefore, a challenging task.
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2. Research Questions

This study emerged from the curiosity about what quality means. The research questions were:

1. How is the concept of quality defined in literature? How can we summarize the definitions in a more understandable framework?

2. What are the factors that influence quality in higher education?

3. Literature Review

The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (2014) defines quality as:

- “how good or bad something is;
- a characteristic or feature that someone or something has;
- something that can be noticed as a part of a person or thing;
- a high level of value or excellence”.

Shewhart (1931), defined quality as the ‘goodness of the product’, which may be perceived as a very broad one. His definition applies to both services and products. Education can also be considered under this definition because when we talk about the quality of education, we tend to refer to the visible outcomes, such as assessment, number of graduates, or the people involved, for instance, students, staff members, or the facilities as well as the customer - seller relationship to a certain extent.

Tuchman (1980:38) provides more detail by coming up with two definitions of quality:

- referring to the intrinsic aspect of quality as “the nature or essential characteristic of something”.
- referring to “condition of excellence”.

Van Nederpelt (2009) seeks quality in the fine details of a set of attributes of an object. He makes a comprehensive list of possible attributes of an ‘object’ in target, and then creates a ‘quality area’ that may be used to manage the quality of the object. According to his quality management model, if we take a university as an object to be managed, for instance, the top administration can define a quality area that they believe to have the top priority depending on the current circumstances, such as staff, students, infrastructure, alumni, finance, PR, etc., and then they make a list of the attributes of that area to create quality tools to measure them. Van Nederpelt’s approach resembles the modern object-oriented computer programming where a group of objects are defined by the programmer in accordance with the target field of work in mind, and then object properties are formed as many as necessary in order to handle the objects in the desired way. Kennedy (2014:5) points out to the same urgency that Nederpelt emphasizes by simplifying the quality achievement task as: “doing the right things right” in his article published in ASQ’s Quality Progress Journal. Although not providing a detailed framework on which to study, he
asks all the stakeholders of the object under discussion to get together for the sake of reaching an agreement about what they would like to achieve, and what the ‘right things’ are to achieve it.

Juran (1951), one of the recognized quality experts, sees quality as ‘fitness for use’. Feigenbaum, another quality expert, looks at the same idea of use in Juran’s definition from the customer’s view and concludes that quality is “the total composite product and service characteristics of marketing, engineering, manufacture, and maintenance through which the product and service in use will meet the expectations of the customer” (Feigenbaum, 1991: 7). Shewhart, in this sense, seems to have a big impact on their ideas of quality.

In the same fashion, Townsend and Gebhart (1986) speak of ‘quality in fact’ and ‘quality in perception’ (as cited in Edvardsson, 1998, p. 144). Quality, in fact, hints that the product meets planned characteristics. Quality in perception, however, is the positive match in the buyer’s mind.

Shewfelt (1999: 197) also advocates these ideas and argues that “Quality can be viewed as an absence of defects or a degree of excellence” in his article about food quality, making a similar distinction between product and consumer oriented quality understandings.

When it comes to quality of life, it totally becomes a subjective concept: the gap between the person’s experiences and his / her expectations defines the quality (Calman, 1984). We cannot talk about a seller nor a customer: only the individual with his / her own perception of quality, and the analysis of customer satisfaction is totally subject to the person him/herself.

Following the internal-external quality differentiation, Taguchi (1986) emphasizes the external aspect of quality as a new dimension to the product quality, believing that quality is the gap between the time of a product is shipped till it reaches the buyers. The customer would then decide if the product in his/her hand is of ‘quality’, or not.

3.1. Quality Movement

Given that the quality movement started with a view to correcting manufacturing errors last century, it is understandable why the quality definitions started to revolve mainly around production and then ‘service’ only after the manufacturing capacity reached a certain level. People began to question the quality of products when they started to have more choices for the same product range. Crosby (1979), therefore, offered his definition of quality as conformance to requirements when he produced his ‘zero defects’ concept. Crosby preferred to define quality as existent or non-existent. His definition was criticized for not being suitable for geographical distribution of the customers, quality perceptions of people, educational concepts, and background and economic power of the customers.

Deming (1982: 26), being among the top quality experts accepted world-wide, defined quality as “a predictable degree of uniformity and dependability at low cost and suited to market”. Deming was a person who worked so
hard for raising the quality in the American industry that was greatly challenged by the Japanese products at the time.

3.2. Grönroos's Contribution

Contributing to the significance of expected and perceived quality by the consumers (or the customers), Grönroos (1990) established a link (Figure 1) between expected and perceived quality in his quality model. The model explains the perception of quality in fine detail, but fails to offer insight for the service quality. Grönroos modified his quality perception model later on, and stated that the service quality cannot be approached the same way as product quality is looked at. He believed that a service is a process which produces an output, and this output is a product of two processes happening at the same time: production and consumption (ibid: 150). Therefore, he contended that service industries should look into “perceived service features”, but not “perceived service quality”. Service quality dimensions were analyzed by Kang and James (cited in Gi-Du & Jeffrey, 2004) and consequently blended with the process approach as suggested by Grönroos earlier (Chen, Chen, & Chen, 2012).

Figure 1. Grönroos’s Total Perceived Quality Model
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Adapted from Grönroos (1990: 38)

3.3. Attempting to Categorize Quality Definitions

It is essential to see how the definition of quality evolved in time. Quality is obviously a phenomenon that should be approached with care: paying attention to the object / topic under discussion, current and possible future
circumstances, influencing factors around, and a thorough understanding of the possible outcomes of the corresponding processes in which all the involved people/stakeholders are interested.

Up to this point, we have mentioned various aspects of quality: exception, "perfection or consistency, fitness for purpose, value for money and transformative" (Dahlgaard, Khanji, & Kristensen, 2008; Harvey & Green, 1993). Harvey & Green also maintain that these aspects represent the transformative notion of quality (1993).

Because of the challenging task of producing a classification of quality definitions, it was not until 1983 that some tangible work was done. It was Garvin (1983, 1987) who offered a classification of quality definitions and quality dimensions to which most of the literature points (Flynn, Schroeder, & Sakakibara, 1994; Forker, Vickery, & Droge, 1996; Harvey & Green, 1993; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985; Reeves & Bednar, 1994; Seawright & Young, 1996; Sebastianelli & Tamimi, 2002; Van Kemenade, Pupius, & Hardjono, 2008).

Garvin (1988) summarizes the definitions of quality in five categories:

1. Transcendental view of quality, where people ‘sense’ it but somehow fail to exactly utter what they mean by it, as we have mentioned previously.
2. Product-based, where quality is measured by certain characteristics and objective methods.
3. User-based, where what matters is totally individual taste and satisfaction.
4. Manufacturing-based, where audit, conformity to regulations, and aligning with standards are more important.
5. Value-based, where the ‘price’ is the focal point in the eyes of the buyer.

Another review of a quality framework will be Garvin’s (1987) 8 dimensions of product quality he proposed in an article published in *Harvard Business Review*. He argued that they can also be utilized for service quality. Parasuraman and his colleagues (1985), on the other hand, had already developed a more detailed conceptual model for service quality that they called SERVQUAL (Service Quality), which has been a very popular tool ever since.

The dimensions (Table 1) that Garvin offered, though, allow us to start attempting to divide the quality into manageable ‘chunks’.

**Table 1. Garvin’s (1987) Eight Dimensions of Product Quality**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>A product’s primary characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Characteristics that contribute to fundamental functioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Quality in Higher Education

Quality demand in higher education is not new, and ‘is not free’ (Harvey, 1997) whereas in the field of manufacturing, some people may think that ‘quality is free’ (Crosby, 1979) (emphasis is ours). Crosby’s zero cost concept seeks a certain amount of compensation between eliminating waste and its possible effects at the end of the production line, something which may not apply to education. Quality has a certain cost in the field of education, but the society benefits from well-equipped graduates and research output.

We can assume that the demand for quality was already there when the first school was ever set up, but it officially came to the agenda only 3 decades ago. In Britain, a set of academic standards were introduced in the 1980s (Green, 1994). At this point, it is necessary to identify from where the demand comes.

Thus, the definition of quality differs from one stakeholder to another through the literature review. The stakeholders of higher education are identified to be students, job providers, educational personnel, official units and offices, and people who work in the accreditation process (Wittek & Kvernbekk, 2011) obviously along with parents, legal guardians, and/or sponsors of students. Considering the quality perceptions of the stakeholders in higher education, we can assume that the more the higher education institutions (HEIs) address various aspects of quality dimensions, the more they will be successful in their operations.

Sallis (1990) and Hurley (1992) identify a set of elements that reinforced the importance of quality in education: changing conditions, increasing demand, scarcity of resources, accreditation and authorization (as cited in: Harvey & Green, 1993: 9). Since the 1990s, the need for quality has been increased with the emergence (or expansion) of e-learning, internet technologies, and the introduction of the Bologna Process.

Deming’s (1982: 176) definition of quality as “a predictable degree of uniformity and dependability at low cost and suited to market” urges us to shift from ‘education for the sake of the institution’ towards ‘education for the sake of students and the market’. The market needs should shape the employability skills of the graduates, and thus help with the curriculum building efforts at HEIs. Job finding rates can help the HEIs to understand the effectiveness of their curriculum building efforts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Probability of a product malfunctioning within a specific time period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conformance</td>
<td>The degree to which the design features meet the recognized standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>Predicted product life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serviceability</td>
<td>Speed, courtesy, competence, and ease of repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>How the good looks, feels, sounds, tastes, or smells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Quality</td>
<td>Reputation and other indirect measures of quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from* (Sower, 2010, p. 7)
Owlia and Aspinwall (1996), in one of the earliest studies on quality in higher education (HE), argue that a set of quality characteristics must be found to measure and improve quality in higher education. In support of the same idea, Van Nederpelt (2009) came up with a more detailed proposal with his theory of object-oriented quality. He implies that the higher education institutions should identify the influencing factors of education, and understand how they should improve their management systems.

3.5. Main Influential Factors

Figure 2 displays the main influential factors on quality of the higher education. If a higher education institution is to be considered as a system, the input is mainly the students, and the output is both graduates (alumni) and research, which is a very broad interpretation of the whole HE system. The input in reality is surely not only the degree seeking students, nor the output is only the graduates with degrees, but the student-education-graduate line in the figure forms a model to discuss the main processes that take place within a HEI. After the stakeholders, the main processes and the accompanying factors to be measured are identified, we may start identifying and improving the sub-processes.

Figure 2. Influencing Factors on Quality

Developed by the author
3.5.1. Students and Parents

The quality perceptions of the student candidates and their parents play a significant role in their preference of a particular HEI. Because, students are internal stakeholders whereas parents are external (Cortese, 2003).

Students and their parents can find it very difficult to move away from the influence coming from their immediate family members, family traditions, friends and peers in order to reach an educated decision for which HEI to go. Their preconceptions they have are based on their experiences, idols, media, and the target culture they probably envisage to live in one day, all have a decisive role in determining the ‘quality’ of certain HEIs in their minds. Unless the students check with the teaching body (teaching staff background, experience, research output, etc.), campus facilities, the suitability of the learning environment of an HEI, and possibly pay a visit to the institution, the preconceptions for quality will probably remain to be the main driving force for their HEI preference. The management, therefore, has to study the quality perceptions of their prospective and current students, and receive feedback from their alumni in order to align their strategies and run a successful PR process at first.

3.6. Employers

Employers, as one of the stakeholders (Conway, Mackay, & Yorke, 1994) who would favor the definition of quality to be made as added value (McClain, 1986), should be able to have a direct influence on the quality of a HEI because they are directly exposed to the output, i.e. the graduates.

Employer feedback in curriculum and capacity building as well as improvement of employability skills of the students is of crucial importance. King (2007: 26) mentions the need for a system through which the accumulated expertise on stakeholder relations and essential educational skills could be shared. It is an issue of which we may utterly believe in the importance, but usually fail to take the right measures to realize it due to the possible lack of a sound curriculum building policy, non-existence of or poor accreditation criteria that question the employability status of the graduates, and a management review system that helps continuous improvement.

3.7. Government

Governmental influence is very important because the main educational policies are drawn up by the Ministry of Education and Science (in the case of Georgia). Cox, Imrie, & Miller (2014) believe that governments are external stakeholders of HE. In the Georgian situation, though independent but funded by the government, the governmental bodies are the national accrediting organs in the country, therefore the official policies play the dominant role in shaping the overall HEI setting.

3.8. Internationalization

The power of international influence can be seen both on the governmental policies and the individual HEIs. The Bologna reforms, for instance, allowed the HEIs to get acquainted with the international educational area, especially
European, and enjoy large numbers of student and staff exchanges and transfers, as well as setting up joint / double / dual degree programs which helped increase the quality of the educational programs. The EU also provided significant funding for capacity building and research, and all the ministries have a due interest in the quality of higher education thanks to the multidimensionality of the European agenda.

More than two decades ago, Scott (1994) pointed out to various aspects of internationalization including what Qiang (2003: 251) briefly puts forward as funding challenges, interaction with other institutions, demographic changes, global companies, changes in how business is done throughout the world (giant companies against smaller ones), racial differences in the teaching body, and security concerns in international relations.

Since then, many things have surely changed in the world where the physical borders and boundaries have been vanishing. Emphasis on lifelong learning, availability of e-learning programs and distance course certifications are now gaining speed; recognition of credits has been generally facilitated world-wide, so there are many international students at HEIs, be them either degree-seeking students or just course takers. Massification and diversity are other critical issues for HEIs (Altbach, Reisberg, & Rumbley, 2009). The tendency is towards earning Master’s or even Ph.D. degrees to secure their places in the fierce competition of finding jobs. Ministries of Education have developed international strategies for the HEIs in their countries to attract international students and academic staff to study and work at their institutions (Byun & Kim, 2011; EUA, 2013; Palmer & Cho, 2012; Ryan, 2011; Yonezawa, 2011).

3.9. Ratings and Rankings

International ratings and rankings have started to play a dominant role in determining the ‘quality’ of a HEI, especially for international students. However, to become a ranking & rating university is a daunting task that requires a high responsibility because of institutional differences in how they set their vision, mission, and the type of management system they are running (Shin & Toutkoushian, 2011: 2). But HEIs cannot escape from the global trend of ratings and rankings set by some severe criteria, and need to go through several modifications. On top of the official quality assurance demands by the authorization and accreditation bodies (in Georgia), the universities feel the need to compete in and comply better with the new ‘quality’ standards, along with the recently emerged rating and ranking companies and systems that are claiming to measure the quality of the higher education offered worldwide. The fact that most of the ratings and rankings are done by independent commercial bodies makes the competition fierce. The criteria applied to determine the quality of HEIs may automatically leave a great number of universities out of the game, since the required standards can range from having Nobel Prize winning staff to the number of patents claimed from that HEI in a year (Khoon et al., 2005). The universities, however, can now find a rating and ranking system that they can feel more comfortable with in order to prove their ‘quality’.
3.10. Quality Dimensions in Higher Education

Change efforts call for strategic planning, which in fact demands a quality management system in order to analyze the quality areas to plan, measure, and correct. Strategic plans will surely differ from institution to institution, and year by year, and will cover areas such as funding, PR, teaching and learning, research, capacity building, student and staff support services, career development, etc. If measurement is the key for successful management, and university is to improve the quality of a higher educational system, see what it planned and could realize in the past, what it is doing now, and what it will do in the future, it needs to have a set of certain criteria in hands.

Quality in higher education used to be excellence in the past. However, similar to Juran’s definition of quality as fitness for use (Juran, 2003: 26), it has rather become fitness for purpose now (Lomas, 2004: 158) with the introduction of quality assurance systems that examine performance and learning outcomes.

Owlia and Aspinwall (1996) did a thorough analysis of quality factors in higher education set forth by major studies by mainly making use of Garvin’s quality definitions and dimensions, and factors offered by Parasuraman (1985: 47) for SERVQUAL as well as Watts (1987) for software quality, who suggested a framework of quality dimensions as well.

Table 2. Quality Dimensions in HE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Definition in higher education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>The degree to which education is correct, accurate and up to date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How well an institution keeps its promises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The degree of consistency in educational processes (teaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>Willingness and readiness of (academic) staff to help students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>Understanding students and their needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>The extent to which staff are available for guidance and advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>The theoretical and practical knowledge of staff as well as other presentation skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtesy</td>
<td>Emotive and positive attitude towards students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>How well lecturers and students communicate in the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>The degree of trustworthiness of the institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Confidentiality of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangibles</td>
<td>State, sufficiency and availability of equipment and facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Performance | Primary knowledge/skills required for students
---|---
Completeness | Supplementary knowledge and skills, use of computer
Flexibility | The degree to which knowledge/skills learned are applicable to other fields
Redress | How well an institution handles customers’ complaints and solves problems

(Owlia & Aspinwall, 1996: 18)

4. Findings

In order to answer the research questions, fifty nine articles and books were analyzed for literature review. Since the definitions were numerous, we tried to summarize them under certain categories. Figure 3 depicts the frequency of words used in these studies. The more a word is utilized in the text, the bigger they look. A maximum of 150 words have been displayed in the figure with the help of Wordle platform. The figure instantly provides an idea about the main terms used (as well as researchers) to define the ‘quality’ in literature.

Figure 3. Frequency of Terms in Literature

Appendix 1 displays the researcher’s approach to categorizing the various properties of quality found through the literature review in this study. The quality properties identified are method, attribute, scope, process, party, aspect, perception, concept, and influence. These properties have been explained in Table 3.
Table 3. Quality Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Items Identified</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Looks at where the definitions originate from. Through which <em>lens</em> or <em>filter</em> the definition is made. What played the most significant role at the beginning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Attributes are the adjectives used to describe the ‘thing’ under discussion for quality definition, answering the question ‘how’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scope outlines where the quality definition applies to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>This property provides information about the stage the quality definition applies to. Do we talk about quality at the production, or consumption stage? How about shipping?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Who is involved in the definition of quality? Only a person, company, or all the stakeholders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>What quality are we talking about? Internal or external? Do we concentrate on the functional quality of something as we see it, or do we judge based on hear-say? How do we look at the quality? Is it an attribute that we care, or are we talking about the gap between our expectations and the result in our hands?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Concept property provides us with word chunks or phrases used to define quality in literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>What are the influential factors that play significant role on the definitions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Influence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Limitations

Since there was no attempt made so far to categorize the definitions of quality by a similar approach, the researcher had to rely on his personal analysis of the literature available for himself at the time of his study with a view to understand into how many properties of quality the definitions could be grouped, and what the literature says about HE quality.

The study obviously lacks concrete examples of real-life experiences in the application of the quality definitions in higher education; therefore, there is a need for another study that would look into a set of case studies.

6. Conclusion

Quality is an elusive concept, and so are its definitions. It is not very likely that one globally accepted definition of quality will be reached in the near future.
The study attempted to scratch the surface of the strenuous task of defining the term of ‘quality’ by categorizing the major definitions offered so far. A categorization has been offered in the appendix covering the properties of method, attribute, scope, process, party, aspect, perception, concept, and influence. The items found under the properties have been placed into a table in order to alleviate future attempts to produce a broader definition of quality with the help of an extensive literature review.
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### Appendix 1
#### Quality Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Categorization</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Product / Object</td>
<td>Manufacturing / Production</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Zero Defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Seller</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Absence of Defects</td>
<td></td>
<td>Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Society</td>
<td>Subjective</td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>Amount of Losses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations and needs</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Support / Maintenance</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>Suited to Market</td>
<td>Economic Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreements</td>
<td>Fit</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Service Provision</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Perceived</td>
<td>Gap</td>
<td>Fitness For Purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaints</td>
<td>Existent</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Service Provision</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Perceived</td>
<td>Gap</td>
<td>Conformance to Requirements</td>
<td>Predictable Degree of Uniformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Existent</td>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Reality (in Fact)</td>
<td>Essence</td>
<td>High Level of Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependable</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Condition of Excellence</td>
<td>Goodness of The Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nature of Something</td>
<td>The Nature of Something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Essential Characteristic of Something</td>
<td>Doing The Right Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistent</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aesthetic</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serviceable</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Durable</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exceptional</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Word-of-Mouth</td>
<td>Degree of Excellence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Low Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>